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Transgenosis, called also genetic engineering or recombinant DNA technology, officially 
named genetic modification (GM) is one of the breeding methods based on biotechnology. 
There are more of them, e.g. induced (by radiation or chemical) mutagenesis, somaclonal 
variability, protoplast fusion resulting in aneuoploidy, somatic or gametic embryogenesis, 
polyploidisation, etc. The suitability of any of these methods should be evaluated by the risk-
to-benefit ratio. As there is no zero risk only relative risk can be assessed. Using all scientific 
data available we come to the induced (radiation) mutagenesis as to the method generating 
highest risk to human health and environment; GM is connected with medium and crossing 
within one species with the lowest-risk. GM when correctly used provides high benefit: 
besides saving money to farmers it can substantially contribute to the protection of the 
environment by cutting down the use of agrochemicals, protecting soil structure, preserving 
moisture and when increasing yield it makes it possible to save larger areas for wild nature. 
The benefit for developing countries is documented by the expansion of transgenic crops in 
the Third world. If GM contributes to food supply there, wild nature could be saved from 
being turned to farmland. 
However, GM out of all other breeding methods is very tricky, time-consuming and high 
investment demanding technology. Due to this it is performed just by large companies and is 
protected by a network of patents. The GM breeding was developed in USA and is widely 
applied in the American continent providing cheap agro products. These specific features 
make GM breeding handy tool of protectionism in the agro market and favourite weapon of 
leftist organisations in their politics against “international capitalists” and “globalisation”.  
Particularly EU is highlighting “precautionary principle” – an universal tool allowing anytime 
banning anything from political reasons without scientific background – but applied it only to 
GM. European policymakers succeeded to persuade certain developing countries that this 
political instrument could protect also their native system of agriculture and gaining their help 
EU pushed through the “Cartagena protocol.” This – in fact very costly - document makes it 
legal to ban imports of agro products without any scientific reasons. Twenty years of well-
supported propaganda against GM implanted middle-age fears in the mind of Europeans and 
together with irrational rules of food labelling built an efficient import barrier to cheap agro 
products. Recently the EU Commission realising that this politics shut down the door to 
modern efficient technology started to look for the way out of it. 


